Virtual Schoolhouse will prepare an electronic student record computer program based upon student chart portability and similar to electronic health records. The protected program will enable information about students to transfer from one district to the next seamlessly without having to submit paper copies via mail or email, using current data for teachers to access test scores, psychological testing, achievement testing, IEP’s, and progress testing. The program will permit teachers to access information real-time no matter where the student relocates, and will expedite service delivery to students, especially students with special educational needs. This grant will permit the district to reduce salary and related fringe benefit costs as it will enable the district to reduce clerical staffing, as normally considerable labor is used to prepare and send out all those many student records schools request at the time a student relocates. This would also permit multiple districts (current and former) to work together on individual student needs by collaboration among all parties for ultimate student success. It is anticipated the district will save $90,000 each year in reduced salaries/fringe benefits; the district will expend $10,000 each year for software licensing fees. The initial grant amount will completely pay for itself in savings in five years.